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Abstract

A mathematical model for multi-port wave rotors is

described. The wave processes that effect energy

exchange within the rotor passage are modeled using

one-dimensional gas dynamics. Macroscopic mass and

energy balances relate volume-averaged thermodynamic

properties in the rotor passage control volume to the

mass, momentum, and energy fluxes at the ports. Loss

models account for entropy production in boundary

layers and in separating flows caused by blade-blockage,

incidence, and gradual opening and closing of rotor

passages. The mathematical model provides a basis for

predicting design-point wave rotor performance, port

timing, and machine size. Model predictions are

evaluated through comparisons with CFD calculations

and three-port wave rotor experimental data. A four-

port wave rotor design example is provided to

demonstrate model applicability. The modeling

approach is amenable to wave rotor optimization studies

and rapid assessment of the trade-offs associated with

integrating wave rotors into gas turbine engine systems.

Introduction

The wave rotor is an internal flow machine designed

to efficiently exchange energy between gas streams of

differing energy density. The energy exchange is

accomplished by compression and expansion waves

which propagate longitudinally along shrouded rotor

passages (see Fig. 1). The gas dynamic waves are

initiated as the passages open and close to the steady-

flow in the inlet and exhaust ports in a timed sequence

dictated by the azimuthal location and extent of the

ports (stators) and the rotor speed. At an inlet port, low

pressure gas within a rotor passage is exposed to the

high pressure gas in the inlet port and a compression

wave moves into the passage and compresses the on-

board gas, allowing the port flow to enter the passage.

At an outlet port, the typically higher pressure passage

gas is exposed to the low pressure port flow and an

expansion wave moves into the passage, reduces the
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passage pressure, and exhausts the on-board gas to the

outlet port. The charging and exhausting processes are

exploited in the wave rotor to effect different gas cycles.

These include three-port divider cycles, l'z various multi-

port (e.g., two-port, 3 four-port, 4"sand nine-port 6) cycles

used to top gas turbine engines, and wave engines which

produce net shaft power. 7 The interesting history of the

wave rotor and its applications is documented

elsewhere, gl

NASA Lewis Research Center is currently evaluating

and characterizing the performance of wave rotors with

an aim toward applying wave rotor technology to

increase the performance of gas turbine engines. _2 A

strong component of this effort is concentrated on

developing computational fluid dynamic (CFD) tools _3"x5

to simulate accurately wave rotor flow dynamics. The

purpose of this paper is to describe a mathematical

model that provides accurate design-point wave rotor

performance. The model is suitable for preliminary port

timing and duct angle estimates. The modeling

approach provides a tool for wave rotor size

optimization and wave rotor/gas turbine engine

integration assessment studies.

The paper is arranged as follows: The mathematical

model is first described. Model predictions are then

compared with CFD results and three-port experimental

data. Finally, the model is used to design a four-port

wave rotor for a small turboshaft engine topping cycle

as a demonstration of model applicability.

Mathematical Model

Overview

The wave rotor model has three principle elements:

1.) macroscopic balances that enforce global mass and

energy conservation in a wave rotor passage as it rotates

between strategically defined end-states within a

prescribed wave rotor cycle; 2.) one-dimensional gas

dynamic wave calculations which establish the port

timing and the mass, momentum, and energy fluxes at

the passage ends; and 3.) entropy production models for

principle wave rotor loss mechanisms. The gas is



assumedtobeatrestin therotorframeofreferenceat
thedefinedend-states;thegasin thesestatesmaybe
non-uniformanddiscontinuous(e.g.,containcontact
discontinuities).Gasparticlesareassumedto travel
alongpathsof constantradius.Theworkingfluidis
treatedasaperfectgaswithaconstantratioof specific
heats(y). Therotorpassagewallsaretreatedas
adiabaticsurfacesandvolumetricheatgeneration(e.g.,
bycombustion)is zero.

Themacroscopicbalancesaredevelopedin thenext
section.Thegasdynamicwaveprocessesandtiming,
andtheentropyproductionmechanismsinherenttothe
wavecycleare thendescribed.Finally,entropy
productionmodelsfor theotherimportantwaverotor
lossmechanismsarepresented.

Macroscopic Balances

The conservation of mass for a generalized control

volume, V, requires that

d

f pdV= - f p(u-us)'ndA (1)
v(o a(t)

where p isthelocaldensity,u isthelocalfluidvelocity,

u isthe localcontrolsurfacevelocity,and A isthe
--$

control surface area with unit normal, n. The

conservation of energy requires that

v(t)

-- - f ph/u - u).ndA- fpL' dA (2)
a(o a(t)

I

where e--e +-u'u is the specific total energy,
t 2--

h ; e +pip is specific total enthalpy, e and p are the
t •

specl_c internal energy and static pressure, respectively,

and Ipu .ndA is the boundary work rate. Using
$

conservation of angular momentum

d

f PUorQdV = - f Puort2(u-us)'ndA

v(0 a(O (3)

- fprt_£o.ndA
a(o

where f_ is a constant rotor angular speed, r is radius,

and u_ is the local tangential velocity component,

allows_Eqn. 2 to be rewritten as

d

--_f pefdV= - f phf(u-us)'ndV

v(t) A(t)

- fp(u_$-rt_eo).n_da
a(o

(4)

/ _ r_) 2 /, --e +p/p, andwhere et-e+ (w.w-( ) h /
t t

I

w -u -r_e . The energy e is by definition
unint]uenced-_y shaft work rate (i_ Eqn. 3).

Eqn. 4 elicits an interesting description of the wave

rotor energy exchange process: Consider two adjacent

control volumes within a rotor passage that share a

boundary that moves with some relative velocity

component (w) normal to the passage cross-sectional

area (A), across which pressure (p) is continuous (e.g.,

a contact discontinuity or particle path). Eqn. 4 shows

that the rate at which relative total energy is added to

one of the control volumes by work at the shared

boundary (IpwdA) is by definition equal to the rate at

which boundary work is extracted (-fpwdA) from the

adjacent control volume; i.e., the energy exchange

between the two control volumes is effected by this

boundary work rate term in the macroscopic balance

approach. This description of energy exchange is

conceptually useful because it does not dependent on the

details of the gas dynamic waves instantaneously

captured within either of the control volumes. Of

course, it is the wave processes that dictate the pressure

and velocity fields that define the integrand of the

boundary work rate term. Typically, the boundary work

integral cannot be solved analytically without first

solving for the time-dependent flow field using a

method-of-characteristic or CFD approach; to do this

would defeat the purpose of the macroscopic balance

approach. Attention is therefore restricted to the control

volume defined by the full rotor passage. The boundary

work rate term of Eqn. 4 is thus zero and the rate of

change of the relative total energy within the rotor

passage depends only on the net flux of rothalpy

through the passage ends.

Eqns. 1 and 4 can be integrated between two times

l and 2 on the rotor---or because the rotor speed is a

constant relating time and azimuthal position

(dO = fir t), between the two arbitrary azimuthal

positions --to give

P2 2]puat, ), -( f f puat, (5)
Ap I

and

112 2 ]
"2=Px+ l(ffpuat_fltdA),.-(ff puat_dtd'4)o,.,

P [ Ap 1 Ap 1

(6)
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provided that the gas at States 1 and 2 is essentially at

rest (w'w _,0) in the rotor frame of reference. The

squared-speed of sound, a 2 = (y _ 1) (hi + (r fl)2/2), is
fjr

based on the local relative total temperature, _ is the

volume-averaged density and /_ is volume-averaged

pressure, u (= w_) is the through-flow component of

velocity, Ap is the passage cross-sectional area at the

port/rotor interface, Vp is the rotor passage volume, and

t is time. Eqn. 6 provides an expression for the average

static pressure (or relative total pressure) in States 1 and

2. It is convenient to non-dimensionalize by reference

state properties (p and a ). The non-dimensional
• V l,(

denmty and speed of sound in the reference state are

both defined as unity and, by the equation-of-state

(¥p = pa2), the static and (relative stagnation) non-

dimensional pressure is 1/y. Lengths are normalized by

the rotor length, L e, and thus time is conveniently

normalized by the time for a sound wave to traverse the

rotor in the reference state, t v = Lela V.

In addition to relating states at strategic times in the

wave cycle, Eqns. 5 and 6 enforce global mass and

energy conservation. For example, because the unsteady

flow in a wave rotor passage is periodic in time then, if

State 2 (above) is chosen to be coincident with State 1

(one rotor revolution later in time), it is seen that Eqn.

5 simply expresses that the mass entering the wave rotor

in one revolution equals the mass leaving the wave rotor

in that revolution; similarly, Eqn. 6 requires that the

relative total energy be conserved in this same time. An

analogous application of Eqn. 3 provides an expression

for rotor shaft work.

Wave Processes and Timing

The port timing--i.e, the leading and trailing

azimuthal position of the ducts--is set by the specified

wave position-time (x-t) diagram and the speed of the

gas dynamic waves that effect the energy transfer in the

wave rotor passages. Isentropic compression and

expansion waves are treated using the invariance of

Riemann variables along their characteristics and across

waves of the opposite gender (cf. Ref 16). The

Rankine-Hugoniot relations are used to calculate shock

speeds, compression work, and inherent entropy

production. Except where noted, wave speeds are

calculated using one-dimensional gas dynamics in which

blade-to-blade and radial variations in speed are

neglected; further, the predicted wave speeds are not

influenced by local flow losses (e.g., boundary layer

attenuation of shock speed) or multi-dimensional effects

(e.g., the gradual, rather than instantaneous, opening and

closing of passages). Global loss mechanisms do

however influence timing through their influence on the

average entropy of the conlrol volume. The modeling

presented in this section includes entropy production

inherent in shock waves and that introduced in mixing

non-uniform velocity port flows. Other wave rotor loss

mechanisms are addressed in later discussion.

Low pressure exhaust port

It is a good assumption (later enforced by design) in

the wave rotors of this work that the gas in the

(reference) passage about to open to the exhaust port is

uniform and at rest in the rotor frame of reference.

Figure 2a shows a position-time diagram of such a rotor

passage exhausting its on-board contents to a port of

uniform, constant static pressure. The exhaust process

is characterized by the fan pressure ratio, e, or the ratio

of uniform static back pressure (Pc) in the low pressure

port and the on-board pressure, Pv. The principle fan

initiated at t = 0 reflects off the wall (x=0) and the

head (leading end) of the fan arrives back at the exhaust

port at t = t,. In the uniform region 0_t_t, the
II

passage gas is discharged with uniform axial velocity

given by

2
u(0 _ t < t ) = u - (1 - ell_2r)e a_/_) (7)

a e ¥-1

where A sl/R is the mass-averaged entropy produced in

the boundary layers of the gas discharged in the uniform

region--zero for the present discussion, but see later

discussion in section on boundary layer loss R is the

gas constant, and l"=y/(¥-l). The reflected fan

reduces the exhaust port discharge velocity and

establishes the non-uniform velocity region (t a _ t _ t)

noted in Fig 2a. The exhaust port is closed (at time tb)

when the velocity in the exhaust port reaches zero which

corresponds to the time when the mid-characteristic of

the principle expansion fan (shown in Fig. 2a) arrives

back at the exhaust port. Although the time at which

the head of the expansion fan reaches the exhaust port

(ta) can be obtained analytically (and explicitly),

recourse to the method-of-characteristics (e.g., see Ref.

16) provides the port closing time, tb. The coarse MOC

calculation involves the head, tail, and mid-characteristic

of the expansion fan. The characteristics are treated as

straight lines connecting the nine nodes identified in Fig.

2a. The slope (propagation velocity) of each line is

based on the average of the wave speeds at the two

connected nodes• The velocity in the non-uniform

region between the reflected head and mid-characteristic

of the fan (t a _ t _ t) is well approximated by



ut t

.(t
(8)

which is derived assuming that the reflected fan in this

region can be represented by a centered fan which

reduces the discharge velocity from u, at to to zero at tb.

Given the times ta and t_, and assuming isentropic

expansion (i.e., neglecting entropy production internal to

the passages for the moment), allows the mass,

momentum, and total energy discharged per unit area

(see time integrals of Eqns 5 and 6) to be obtained

using

t
tt

ab

%== f p.at = p,,,
o

(9)

t
b

(pu2+p)dt
0

(10)

and

t
b

f p ua dt
t,r

0

=m (a: v-1 2 (t/t)) (II)+ --y-u g

(EI/¥) 2where Pt = at = _, given Pe = e/y, and where

f(_) =- I + (___i)2(( _(-I-21n_)

and

g(_) _-
1-C -1 + (C-1)-2[_ +_.(z-3 C + C-1+31nO]
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((a,r)out). Table 1 compares results of the present work

with a method-of-characteristics (MOC) calculation, '6 a

one-dimensional CFD calculation, '3 and analytical values

for an example pressure ratio of 0.353 (chosen in Ref.

16). Note that although the fan expansion process is

assumed isentropic here, the entropy production implied

in the mixing to a uniform exhaust port flow (see more

detailed discussion of non-uniform port mixing loss

presented later) is reflected by the 96.5% polytropic

efficiency (rlo,,,=ln((at2r)r)lln(7(pt,)o_t))_ of the

isentropic expansion and port mixing process.

The static pressure and density in State Q of Figs. 2a

and 2b can be calculated using Eqns. 7-13 along with

the mass and energy balances (Eqns. 5 and 6). Note

that although the principle fan is here assumed

isentropic, the static pressure and temperature in State Q

is not related isentropically to the static conditions in the

reference State V; rather, the entropy produced by the

coalescing compression wave reflected off the non-

uniform region of the low pressure port and entropy

production implied in establishing a quiescent State Q is

given by

As {1-ym (a 2) }r-1
o_ t,r out (14)

-_ - In o=)r{1 m

Low Pressure Inlet Port

Efficient two-port machines with combustion internal

to the rotor (cf. Ref. 3) and four-port pressure

exchangers (e.g., Refs. 18 and 19) proposed to enhance

gas turbine engine performance use the low pressure

inlet and outlet port arrangement of Fig. 3 to provide
(12)

pressure gain. In the pressure exchanger, the straight-

bladed rotor produces zero net power by design and the

mixed-out total pressure of the low pressure exhaust port

((pt)o_t) is higher than the total pressure of inlet port

flow ((pt)in). The ratio of inlet and outlet port total

pressures is a function of the ratio of total temperatures

in these ports, the fan pressure ratio (e), the ratio of

(13) specific heats, the rotor Mach number, and the loss
levels.

Mixed-out exhaust port properties are calculated by

solving for the uniform flow field that in time tb dis-

charges the mass, momentum, and energy calculated

using Eqns. 7-13. This standard analytical procedure

(e.g., see Ref. 17) for constant area mixing is not

reproduced here, but provides explicit expressions for

the mixed-out flow variables, including the mixed-out

relative total pressure ((p,)o_,) and temperature

Figure 3a indicates that the principle expansion fan

reduces the pressure at the left (x = 0) end of the

machine. The low pressure inlet port is opened---or

more correctly the passage opens to the port--soon after

the pressure at the inlet side of the rotor is lower than

the relative total pressure of the inlet port, (p,,r). The

4



Table 1. Comparison of non-dimensional times, mass discharge fraction, total temperature, total pressure,

and exhaust process polytropic efficiency for unsteady discharge of compressed (y = 1.4) air from

an instantaneously opened rotor passage at pressure ratio, e = 0.353 (after Rudinger16).

Present Model

M 0 C TM

1-D CFD 13

Analytical

t a

1.737 a

= 1.77

1.724

1.7342

t b

2.588

= 2.66

2.600

(mo_/ mr)

0.692 b

= 0.72

0.692

((_r)oa, l av

0.829 c

0.829

(Pt,,)oJ P v

0.506 d

0.505

out

0.965 c

0.961

% and tb are from three-wave MOC calculation.

bfrom F-tin. 9.

Cfrom Eqn. 11.

arnixed-out total pressure using Eqns. 7-14.

'polytropic efficiency, rl _ F ln( ( a _r) / a _) l ln( (p ,,)oJp v) .

inflow gas is subsequently compressed by the shock

formed by the coalescing compression waves produced

as the principle expansion wave reflects off the non-

uniform portion of the low pressure exhaust port. State

Q, which in Figs. 2a and 2b contains only the fraction

of State V gas not discharged from the exhaust port, is

here comprised of two states (as shown in Fig. 3): State

C contains the compressed inlet gas and State D

contains the un-discharged State V gas.

Imposing the macroscopic balances (Eqns. 5 and 6)

on a passage moving from State V to Q (containing C

and D) provides the volume-averaged density (pO) and

the volume-averaged relative total (or static) pressure

(Po)

PO ra m
out (in- 1+-- -1)

P v me moat

(15)

and

PO

Pv

-1+y

(ma 2 ) (ma 2 )
f,r Oltt t,r in

2 (ma 2 )
( mat,r) V t,r out

(16)

respectively, where moat/ra v is the fraction of State V

mass discharged to the low pressure port, and where

typically the inflow and outflow masses are either equal

or related (e.g., in a gas turbine engine application, by

a coolant bleed fraction fb = 1 "(rao,,/ra _) ). The

relative temperature ratio is implicitly specified by

specifying the total temperature ratio, fan pressure ratio,

and a rotor Mach number (e.g., Mn v---g_r or

Ma, _ - f_rl(a)m), and the inflow and oiJtflow mass

averaged-relative tangential velocity (wB); the port

angles are ideally set so that at the design point

ff0/ff = tan[3, where [3 is the blade angle (e.g., zero for

a pressure exchanger) and ff is the mass-averaged axial

velocity. Imposing Eqn. 4 on the control mass in State

D would relate States D and V if the boundary work

integral in Eqn. 4 could be solved. As mentioned

earlier, this is unfortunately not the case in the present

work; therefore, the mass-averaged temperature in State

D is related to that in State V by the model expansion

process

aD PO. Asb_/R As /n
- e e (17)

2

a V

where AsJR is the mass-averaged boundary layer

entropy production during the exhaust port discharge

process (see later discussion on boundary layer entropy

production) and As /R is the entropy produced as the
c$

undischarged fraction of State V gas is compressed by

the coalescing waves reflected from the non-uniform

region of the exhaust port; this entropy production is



estimatedusing

As
(18)

whereS (M2)IR is the entropy production in a shock
$ x

with a relative inflow Mach number M x, a= and ao, t are

the (mixed-out) speeds of sound in the inlet and outlet

ports, respectively, M is the Mach number of the
x,/n

inlet port flow relative to the shock wave traversing

region C, and Cs is an empirical constant (0.23) set by

comparisons with 1-D CFD results (el. Fig. 4). Given

the temperature in State D, and using the volume-

averaged static pressure of State Q calculated earlier, the

density of the fluid in State D can be calculated.

Knowing that the mass of fluid in State D is the un-

discharged fraction of the mass in reference State V, the

(average) position of the contact separating States C and

D can be calculated. Knowing that the mass in State C

equals min and the average position of the interface

between States C and D, the average density in State C

is calculated. Using this density with the volume-

averaged pressure pQ, the temperature in State C is

known through the equation-of-state. The relative total

temperature in the rotor inlet port is known in terms of

the outflow total temperature and rotor Mach number

and a specified relative velocity distribution; the ratio

of the relative total temperatures across the coalesced

shock can be calculated using the shock relations

(at2r) e 1+ __-l(M2 -Ms z)
• 2 x,in

- (19)

In

and

= y-1 ..2 2. 2M 2 --_--2{1 +_M -a la }
s ¥ - I 2 x,in c in

(20)

where

21a2 7+1a =[1+ 2T (M 2 -1)][1- (1-1]M 2.)]

c in _.1 x,in x,,n (21)

and where the shock Mach number M, is negative (for

port orientation shown in Fig. 3), and the Mx,i. is the

(positive) Mach number of the inlet port flow relative to

both the rotor and the coalesced shock wave. Having

previously calculated the properties of State C, and now

having obtained M , the static and total properties
x,ln

and through-flow velocity in the inlet port are obtained.

The mass entering the inlet port is related to the exhaust

mass (i.e., is known); therefore, the total time that the

inlet port is open (tin) can be calculated. The inlet port

is closed when the coalesced shock reaches the inlet side

of the rotor (x = 0). This time (ta) is that for a sound

wave to traverse State D, plus the time for the coalesced

shock wave to traverse State C, plus the time that the

exhaust port is open (tb); the inlet port, therefore, opens

(at to) a time 6, earlier than the closing time, ta.

Predictions of the ratio of the inlet and outlet port

relative total pressures as a function of the inlet and

outlet relative total temperatures and the principle fan

expansion ratio (e-pe/pv) using the model of this

work and a 1-D CFD code Is are compared in Fig. 4.

Only shock and non-uniform port flow mixing losses are

accounted for in these "ideal" inviscid calculations in

which gradual opening and closing, blade blockage, and

incidence losses are neglected; the loss models of the

CFD code are similarly disabled. Having set the

empirical constant Cs (of Eqn. 18) at a constant value,

the agreement between the analytical and CFD

predictions for the inviscid flow with only shock and

non-uniform port flow mixing losses is excellent.

The low pressure ports shown in Figs. 2 and 3 can be

modeled independently from the high pressure ports

because State V is specified at the uniform, quiescent,

reference conditions. It is interesting to note that,

having required that the reference State V be a uniform,

zero-relative velocity state, the pressure ratio versus

temperature ratio functions shown in Fig. 4 holds for

any "ideal" cycle, using the low pressure port

configuration of Fig. 3a, that effectively produces the

uniform State V; i.e., it matters not whether State V is

produced by a four-port wave rotor with either reverse

or through-flow cycles (discussed in the next section), or

by a wave rotor with combustion internal to the rotor

(eL Ref. 3), or by other envisaged multi-port cycles

including wave engines with net shaft power output, the

same relative total pressure ratio versus relative total

temperature ratio holds in the "ideal" limit. The next

section describes the model of the high pressure ports

that establish State V in the present work.

High Pressure Ports

The gas inside the passage at State Q experiences the

gas dynamics indicated in the high pressure ports of

Figs. 3a and 3b. Two different approaches are

considered: In the through-flow cycle approach of Fig.

3a the entire State Q is discharged through the high

pressure exhaust port on the same (x = Lv) end of the

machine as the low pressure exhaust port; in the reverse-



flowcycleof Fig.3b,StateC is dischargedfromthe
exhaustportlocatedonthesameend(x = 0) of the
machineasthelowpressureinletport.

Through-flow cycle. The passage which is initially

at the static pressure in quiescent State Q prior to

opening to the high pressure inlet port is compressed by

the principle shock wave driven by the inlet port flow.

In reality, as the passage gradually opens (t,) to the port

flow an expansion wave moves into the port, reducing

the total pressure of the charging fluid, during the

opening time. Compression waves, eventually

steepening into a shock wave form as the passage opens.

The shock wave compresses the on-board (State Q [or

C]) fluid, allowing the port flow to enter the passage.

In the case of the four-port cycle of Fig. 3a the principle

shock first compresses the State C fluid which entered

the rotor in the low pressure inlet port. As an incoming

shock interacts with a contact---e.g., in the four-port,

that between States C and D--a shock wave is

transmitted and a either a shock wave or an expansion

wave is reflected, depending on the shock temperature

ratio and direction (i.e., hot-to-cold or cold-to-hot). As

the transmitted shock reaches the exhaust port end of the

rotor, the high pressure exhaust port is opened (tg) and

a reflected shock (of different strength than transmitted

shock) is reflected. The State C and D gases are re-

compressed by the reflected wave. The twice

compressed States C and D gases now exit the rotor at

the static back pressure dictated by the expansion wave.

Meanwhile, the reflected shock wave compresses the on-

coming inlet port flow. The inlet port is closed (t I) as

the reflected shock arrives at the inlet (x = 0). The

expansion wave is generated as the inlet port closes and

the outlet port is closed (t h) a time tv (the reference

time) later. Note that this expansion wave effects a non-

uniform velocity region at the exhaust port analogous to

that in the low pressure exhaust port.

Reverse-flow cycle. In the reverse-flow cycle shown

in Fig. 3b, the principle shock first interacts with the

undischarged State D fluid which entered through the

high pressure port during the last passage charging

sequence. Similar to the through-flow above, the

principle shock interacts with the contact between State

C and D, then reflects from the high pressure exhaust

port (x = 0) and recompresses the State C and State D

gases. The inlet port closes when the reflected wave

reaches the inlet port where a fan is generated that

brings the charging gas and the State D gas to rest at.

Note that because the State D gas has already been once

around the rotor, it has more entropy than does the new

charging gas; therefore, the State D temperature is

slightly higher than the charging fluid and State V is not

a uniform state in the reverse-flow cycle. The reference

State V temperature is actually the mass-averaged

temperature of the two streams. The stopping fan also

interacts with the contact between the State C and D

gases and creates a non-uniform velocity region as the

State C fluid is discharged in the exhaust port.

In both high pressure port approaches, shock wave

speeds, compression ratios, and entropy production are

calculated using the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. The

strength of the expansion fan which brings the high

pressure inlet port flow to rest in the uniform reference

State V sets the static back pressure in the high pressure

exhaust port relative to Pv. This back pressure is that

required to insure that the principle shock wave, the

reflected shock, and the expansion fan establish the

prescribed wave diagrams (Fig. 3) with timing and flow

properties that conserve mass and energy. Where

necessary, the transmitted and reflected waves of a

shock/contact interaction need to be calculated so that

velocity and pressure fields are contiguous at contact

surfaces. The solution involves inner-loop searches for

the principle shock strength and the strength of the

shock transmitted at the State C and D interface inside

a outer-loop search for the correct stopping fan strength.

These searches set the high pressure inlet port total

pressure and temperature. The total temperature of the

high pressure exhaust port is calculated using a global

energy balance (i.e., either Eqn. 2 or Eqn. 4 integrated

once around the machine) for the machine. Note that

any net work on (or by) the rotor will be made manifest

in the energy balance, either through the integral in Eqn.

2 or through specified relative velocity distributions at

the port/rotor interfaces. Given the timing, static

pressure, total relative total temperature, and mass

discharged from the high pressure exhaust port, the

remaining properties are obtained.

The high pressure ports are in ways easier to model

than the low pressure ports. First, except for the

expansion wave which brings the charging flow to rest

at the reference State V, all wave timing is set by shock

waves which, neglecting gradual opening effects, run at

constant speeds in (assumed) uniform regions; further,

although the fan strength is initially unknown, the timing

of its tail which sets the difference between the high

pressure inlet port closing and high pressure exhaust

port closing is known; it is unity by definition of the

reference state. Second, the high pressure port

calculations benefit from earlier low pressure port

calculations through the global machine balances; i.e.,

the mass and energy charged and discharged in the high

pressure ports is known a priori. Given the wave

timing dictated by the shock speeds, the exact values of

the mass-averaged momentum density in the ports is

known, facilitating a simple mixing calculation.

7



Entropy Production Models

Entropy production (see Ref. 20 for example

treatment) occurs in the wave rotor by shock waves and

viscous losses in boundary layers, rotor wakes, separated

flows (e.g., in shock/boundary layer interactions),

incidence in the inlet ports, mixing in non-uniform

outflow port flow fields and at gas/gas interfaces, in

vortices generated during passage gradual opening 21and

closing, and in the interaction of the rotor with the end-

walls and with casing (windage). Passage-to-passage

leakage and passage-to-casing plenum leakage degrades

machine performance by detrimentally redistributing

mass and energy in the machine. In practice, leakage is

mitigated by controlling rotor/end-wall clearance and by

using conventional seals where necessary and is

neglected in the in the present work; however, leakage

can significantly impact machine performance (e.g., see

Ref. 2). Machine performance is further degraded by

heat transfer which is also neglected in this work. The

entropy produced by the shock compression processes is

inherent to the shock relations discussed earlier;

however, the entropy produced by shock/boundary layer

interaction is neglected in this work. Finally, mixing

and redistribution of hot and cold gases caused by multi-

dimensional flow effects (e.g., boundary layers, passage

gradual opening and closing dynamics, Rayleigh-Taylor

flows, and unbalanced centripetal forces at the gas/gas

interfaces 21) adversely impact machine performance but

are neglected in this model.

Non-Unlform Mixing Losses

Diffusion of momentum driven by non-uniform port

velocity fields can represent a significant fraction of

entropy production within the wave rotor. 21 This loss

mechanism is accounted for in this work by mixing

calculations: The mixed-out properties (e.g., total

pressure) in outflow ports is obtained by conserving

mass, momentum, and energy between the actual non-

uniform flow field and an artificial mixed-out, uniform

flow field (el. Ref. 17). In the low pressure exhaust

port, for example, the degree of non-uniformity in the

discharge velocity (see Eqn. 8) increases with increasing

fan strength (or decreasing e). The polytropic efficiency

of the isentropic expansion and subsequent mixing

process is as low as _o,,= 0.932 at e s -- (2/(¥ + 1)) 2r,

which is the fan pressure ratio at which the discharge is

sonic (i.e., u = a ), and as high as 11ou: 1 in the limit
e

of zero fan strength (e = 1). This efficiency variation

influences the optimum fan pressure ratio for a given

wave rotor cycle. Other non-uniformities in the exhaust

ports arise from boundary layer velocity defects, blade

dump area, and passage gradual opening and closing

effects. These sources of non-uniformity influence the

time-dependent flow leaving the rotor and are discussed

below.

In the high pressure exhaust port, the discharge mass

and mass-averaged relative total temperature are known

from the global mass and energy balances. Having

earlier obtained a uniform static pressure and mixed-out

momentum density in the exhaust port wave

calculations, and assuming that this static pressure is

equal to the mixed-out static pressure, the mixed-out

properties can be calculated. The effect of mixing

entropy and velocity gradients is manifested implicitly

in this procedure.

Boundary Layer Loss

The boundary layer entropy production is estimated

at the low pressure exhaust port by estimating the local

boundary layer height assuming flat-plate,

incompressible, zero pressure gradient flow; the

influence of displacement thickness growth on the free

stream velocity is neglected for the purpose of this

estimate. The spatially-integrated entropy production at

the rotor/exhaust port interface is inherent in a mixing

calculation at the rotor exit (see Fig. 5) which is based

on the time-dependent free stream velocity, a specified

(laminar or turbulent) boundary layer velocity profile,

and the time-dependent boundary layer height at the

rotor exit plane. The flat plate boundary layers on the

passage hub, tip, and two blade surfaces are treated. The

static pressure and temperature are assumed uniform

through the boundary layers so that the local mass,

momentum, and energy fluxes can be obtained given

that the density and static temperature are also uniform

at the rotor/exhaust port interface. A mixing calculation

(see Fig. 5) produces the local entropy production given

by As IR = ln((p:r) /(ptr)/), where (t7). is the

local free-stream total pressure and (pt,r)f is the

instantaneous mixed-out total pressure. The boundary

layer entropy production, Asbt]R, identified in Eqn. 17,

is the mass-average of the local entropy production,

As IR, over the entire discharge process (0 _ t < _) in
the_low pressure exhaust port. The expansion fan

entropy production, Asf/R, identified in Eqn. 7, is the

mass-average of the same local entropy production,

As /R, but now only during the portion of the

discharge to the uniform velocity region (0 < t < t ) of
a

the low pressure exhaust port. The viscous losses

internal to the rotor reduce the free stream velocity

(through the influence of As lR in Eqn. 7) and increase

the discharge static temper_[ture for a given fixed fan

pressure ratio.



Boundarylayerentropyproductionduringthelow
pressureinletportchargingprocessandthecharging
andexhaustingprocessesin thehighpressureportsis
estimatedusingthe mass-averagedboundarylayer
entropyproductionin thelow pressureexhaustport
(AsbtlR)andthescaling(herefor laminar flow)

I

SIR - ff(y O la 2) dVdt - ( pM3(xlLr ))_ (22)
tV

where S JR is normalized entropy production,

(~ I.t(au/0y) 2 ) is the local viscous dissipation, M is
It

the local free-stream axial Mach number, and (x/Lr) is

the fraction of the passage through which the local fluid

particle has traveled since coming on-board or last at

rest. The position and time-averaged density, Mach

number, and average length traveled by a fluid package

is crudely estimated in each port. The relative total

pressure of inlet ports are then increased by

( AsbtIR) l

(t,,r) _ -- (/,,r)o, e (23)

where (ASbtlR)t is the mass-averaged boundary layer

entropy production of the /_ port, implying that more

pressure is required to overcome the loss; the pressure

in the high pressure exhaust port is similarly reduced.

Blade Blockage

The finite blade thicknesses are typically 7 to 15% of

the passage width and provide blockage that results in

total pressure loss and influences port mass flow rates

by reducing rotor flow area. The total pressure loss for

flow entering the rotor is low for the axial Mach

numbers (< 0.3) typical of wave rotors and is neglected

in this work. In the outflow ports, a quasi-static mixing

calculation for the model problem shown in Fig. 5b

provides an estimate of entropy production due to

sudden area increase. This calculation combines with

the viscous calculation above to simulate losses due to

blade wakes. The base pressure shown in Fig. 5b is

calculated using

I 2 (24)

where pf and uf are the static pressure and axial velocity

at the rotor exit, Pb is the base pressure, and c b is a

constant (0.15 in this work [el. Ref. 22]).

Passage Gradual Opening and Closing

The wave rotor is inherently a partial admission

device. The rotor passages gradually, rather than

instantaneously, open to and close off from the relatively

steady port flows.

Inlet Ports. While a passage is partially open to an

inlet port, significant entropy is produced as flow

separates off the stator end-wall as shown in Fig. 6a.

During the gradual opening, the passage is partially

exposed to the port flow and partially exposed to the

end-wall where the static (base) pressure (see Eqn. 24)

is dependent on the port flow conditions. A simple

mixing calculation provides an estimate of entropy

production during the passage opening or closing by

neglecting the effect of gas dynamic waves during this

time. (These include expansion waves that propagate

into the inflow port and reduce the total pressure of the

incoming fluid, compression waves that move into the

passage during the passage gradual opening, and shocks

emitted into the inlet port during passage gradual

closing) 4) Further, although total pressure of the fluid

entering partially opened passages is nominally lower

than that in the port free-stream due to boundary layer

growth on the port walls, the flow is assumed to enter

the rotor with the mean port flow properties. The total

entropy produced during the passage opening process is

obtained by integrating in time the entropy produced in

quasi-static, constant-area mixing of the port flow and

base pressure fluxes of the partially opened passage (see

Fig 6a). Dividing the integrated entropy production by

the mass of the gas entering the passage during the

gradual opening (m) provides the mass-averaged

specific entropy production (As/R) of the gas entering

during the gradual opening. A corrected inflow port

total pressure is then obtained from

(P t,r) _,_ = (P t,)o_ e (m'lran')As'lR (25)

where the "new" inlet port total pressure is higher than

the "old" pressure calculated earlier and ml, here

represents the mass entering the wave rotor passage as

it traverses the port. Note that because the flow entering

the passage is assumed uniform, and because the base

pressure is based on the port flow only, the entropy

produced during passage opening and closing are the

same so that typically As /R is simply doubled to

account for both opening add closing in a given port.

Outlet Ports. Figure 6b shows a model for the effect

of gradual opening in an outflow port. Entropy is

produced in a mixing calculation for the mixed-out

properties at the passage exhaust, where again, the

9



reflection of the incoming waves has been neglected.

Although little entropy is produced during the partial

exhaust process, the gradual opening effects non-uniform

mass, momentum, and energy distributions and thus

increases the entropy produced in the global mixing in

the outlet port (discussed above). Further, the passage

gradual opening and closing reduces the discharged

mass (when compared to that from an instantaneously

opened passage) for a given fan pressure ratio and port

timing; this reduces machine performance at a fixed ¢.

The reduction in discharged mass might be recovered by

increasing the fan pressure ratio (reducing e); however,

in doing so, typically viscous losses are increased, so

that, a new optimum e may be realized, but original

(zero opening time) performance is not recovered.

Incidence Loss

It is assumed that the wave rotor duct angles are

designed so that at mid-span the flow enters the

passages with zero incidence. The through-flow and

tangential components of velocity are assumed radially

uniform so that away from mid-span incidence is non-

zero, leading to an entrance loss of relative total

pressure. The inlet port average axial velocity

component, u, and local speed of sound are obtained

from the 1-D gas dynamic calculations described earlier.

The radially uniform tangential velocity component is

set by ue= fl/_+utan 13, where Q is the constant rotor

angular speed, 13 is the blade angle, and /_ is the radius

at mid-span. The kinetic energy invested in the

tangential velocity decrement I Q R- _ r) I is assumed

lost (of. Ref. 23) through viscous dissipation so that the

relative total pressure available to work on the fluid,

(pt,r) 2, is less than the local port total pressure, (pt,r)f

The net total pressure loss due to incidence is obtained

by calculating a mass-averaged pressure ratio using the

hub-to-tip distribution of local pressure ratio

(Pt r)2/(Pt r)l" Given the inlet port conditions, a new

total pressure is calculated using the mass-averaged

pressure ratio, reflecting that higher total pressure is

required to drive the flow due to the incidence loss•

Application to a Three-Port Wave Rotor

A three-port divider cycle divides a medium total

pressure (pt,in) inlet stream into two streams, one of

higher total pressure (pt,hi) and one of lower total

pressure (pt,to). As shown in Fig. 2b, the medium and

high pressure ports use the same wave diagram as the

through-flow high pressure ports (Fig. 3a); however, in

the three-port, the mass discharged from the high

pressure exhaust port is equal to a fraction 13- mJm

of the medium pressure inlet flow and may include part

or all of State Q fluid and part or none of the high

pressure inlet flow. The remaining mass (1 - 13) m. is
• in

that discharged from the low pressure port. Figure 7

shows a plot of the pressure ratios pt,la/pt,i n and

Pt,lo IPt,_ as a function of the mass flow fraction, 13, for

the Power Jets (R&D), Ltd. wave rotor, l Figure 7

compares the predictions of the current model with

experimental curves for the conditions shown: 6000 rpm,

T = 554 R (308 K), pt,to _ 1 atm (0.101 MPa). Note
t,irt

that each point along the curves of the present study

represents an on-design wave rotorui.e., one re-

designed for that operating point. The experimental

curves are data from a single machine, running at

constant rotor speed, with fixed port timing. Further,

the Power Jets rotor had axial ducts introducing no pre-

swirl; non-negligible work is likely done by the rotor

and this might in-part explain the difference in the

qualitative behavior at low pressure ratios• Figure 7 is

intended only to illustrate that the qualitative trend of

the model predictions and the loss levels are similar.

Indeed, it would be expected that the results of the

present work would everywhere over-predict the actual

machine performance, suggesting that in this case the

predicted entropy production levels (e.g., boundary layer

loss) are too high. Although beyond the scope of the

present work, this suggests using empirical constants to

"tune" the entropy production models using experimental

data or results from calibrated codes (e.g., that of Ref.

13).

Wave Rotor Design Application

The computational efficiency and accuracy of the

described wave rotor model makes it amenable to engine

system design-point studies. Consider an example small

turboshaft engine with 2390 R turbine inlet temperature

and 5.0 lbJs compressor discharge air at 7.77 atm and

1080 R (cf. Ref. 12)• Given this information, it is the

task of the designer to provide an optimum straight-

bladed wave rotor design to top this engine. "Optimum"

design in this context means one in which the wave

rotor low pressure inlet mass flow rate is 5.0 Ibm/s, the

pressure ratio ((Pt.r)out/ (Pt._)_,,)in the low pressure ports

is maximized, and the interface between the inflow gas

(cold air) and the undischarged hot (burned) air moves

at least half way (x / L r) through the wave rotor.

Maximizing the (zero-net shaft power) wave rotor

pressure ratio maximizes the benefit of topping in terms

of engine net shaft power per mass flow rate and

specific fuel consumption. The third requirement

addresses rotor cooling requirement for the reverse-flow

10



type four-port _2 and means that the mass discharge

fraction (mout / my) should be > 0.5.

Taussig has previously provided a wave rotor design

process and identified non-dimensional design

parameters. 6 More recently, Wilson and Paxson used

similar analysis to obtain rotor designs that optimize

absolute frame pressure ratio. 24 Rotor design is

accomplished in the present work by optimizing the

rotor performance (or pressure ratio)--under the

restrictions mentioned abovemby varying the fan

pressure ratio, the rotor length, the passage aspect

(length-to-tip width) ratio, and the hub-to-tip ratio.

Before focusing attention on the point design for the

example engine, however, it is insightful to consider

first the relative impact of loss mechanisms using values

for these non-dimensional parameters typical of

optimized machines. The impact of coolant bleed

fraction is also assessed.

Incremental Impact of Loss Mechanisms

Figure 8 compares predicted absolute total pressure

ratio versus mass discharge fraction. Each point, on

each curve, corresponds to an on-design wave rotor

operating at a fixed fan pressure ratio or mass discharge

fraction. The fan pressure ratio (e) is indicated by "x"

and is varied parametrically in the following sequence

(starting at the right end of the curves): 0.3, 0.35, 0.40,

0.45, 0.5, 0.6. For example, the optimum pressure ratio

of Curve A occurs very near e = 0.35. Curve A is

performance for wave rotors with 0.25 rotor tip Mach

numbers and no gradual opening, boundary layer, blade

blockage, or incidence losses. Curve B shows the

corresponding relative total pressure ratio (see Fig. 4 and

also comments in earlier wave rotor optimization study

in Ref. 24). The discrepancy between the two curves

increases with increasing rotor Mach number. The

optimum e in terms of pressure ratio for both Curves A

and B is near 0.35 where the pressure ratio of Curve A

is 1.366 at a mass discharge fraction of 0.708. Curve C

shows performance for the same rotor, now with non-

dimensional passage gradual opening time specified as

0.4. The passage gradual opening significantly reduces

the mass discharge fraction and shifts the optimum

pressure ratio to an e near 0.4. Curve D shows the

effect of blade surface boundary layer entropy

production. Here the opening time is zero and an

example passage aspect ratio of 16:1 (rotor length-to-

width at rotor tip) is used. The impact on pressure ratio

is similar to the example opening time loss; however,

the mass discharge fraction is not reduced as severely.

Note that with the hub-to-tip ratio still set at unity, the

influence of the hub and tip wall boundary layers is not

manifested in Curve D. Curve E combines the opening

time and viscous losses; again, the pressure ratio and

mass fraction are reduced and the optimum e now

moves to 0.42. Curve F adds the effect of 8% blade

blockage--the machine pressure ratio and mass

discharge fraction are again both reduced, and the

optimum e moves to near 0.45. Finally, Curve G shows

that incidence loss and boundary layer loss on the hub

and tip shroudmincluded by setting an example hub-to-

tip ratio of 2/3---further reduce the pressure ratio and

mass discharge fraction (to _, 0.5) and move the optimum

e to 0.45. Noting that the mass discharge fraction at e

of 0.45 on Curve G just meets the 0.5 design

requirement, a margin is introduced (and a slight

performance penalty is incurred) by selecting e of 0.4 as

a suggested design value for these loss levels. The

impact of extracting coolant bleed flow from the wave

rotor (e,g., as required for turbine cooling in some gas

turbine engine applications 12) is indicated parametrically

in Fig. 8 for e = 0.4 and Curve G conditions.

By comparing the pressure gain (i.e., 0.24 for a

pressure ratio of 1.24) on Curves A and G, at fan

pressure ratio of 0.4, losses are seen to reduce pressure

gain by 30%. The 30% is caused by the following

estimated linear incremental losses: gradual opening

28%; boundary layer 57%; blade blockage 8.1%;

incidence 4.5%. Further, the mass discharge fraction is

reduced by 22% from 0.676 to 0.528 as losses are

accounted for. Finally, considering the parametric

variation in coolant bleed fraction clearly shows that a

heavy performance penalty is paid: Each 5% cooling

increment reduces pressure gain by 13%.

Point Design

In order to carry out the wave rotor design at the 5.0

lbm/s engine mass flow rate, the fan pressure ratio is first

fixed at 0.4 based on the analysis above. The point

design is carded out for a machine with two cycles per

rotor and an example coolant bleed fraction of 6.9%.

(In a more detailed analysis, the selection of the number

of cycles per rotor might well be influenced by duct

weight, cooling, and aerodynamic issues that will impact

a figure-of-merit for the overall engine system.) The

rotor length and hub-to-tip ratio are varied

parametrically. For each rotor length and hub-to-tip

ratio combination, the optimum rotor passage aspect

(length-to-tip width) ratio is determined by searching

from some lower value (usually 10) incrementally

upward. The pressure ratio increases monotonically with

passage aspect ratio until a maximum is reached. At

each aspect ratio, an inner iteration determines the one

rotor Mach number that satisfies the 5.0 lbm/s specified

inlet mass flow rate requirement. Figures 9 and 10

present the results of this parametric analysis. Figure 9

compares the pressure ratio versus rotor length for wave

rotors of various hub-to-tip ratios. Each point, on each

11



Table 2. Wave rotor design for 5.0 lbJs turboshaft engine topping cycle with 2390 R turbine inlet

temperature, 1080 R and 7.77 atm compressor discharge, and 6.9% bleed fraction.

Parameter Value

Absolute Total Temperature Ratio 2.212

Absolute Total Pressure Ratio 1.204

Fan Pressure Ratio 0.4

Parameter

Reference Time (t V, ms)

Non-Dimensional Opening Time

Non-Dimensional Cycle Time

Ratio of Specific Heats 1.315 Total Rotor Passages

Cycles per Rotor 2 Rotor Tip Radius (inches)

Rotor Length 7.0 Passage Width at Tip (inches)

Hub-to-Tip Ratio 0.667 Rotor Passage Height (inches)

Passage Aspect Ratio 15.8

0.247

0.08

Rotor Tip Mach Number*

Blade Thickness / Passage Tip at Width

RPM

Rotor Tip Speed (ft/s)

Rotor Equivalent Tip Speed (ft/s)

Value

0.234

0.409

0.247

44

3.35

0.443

1.12

13,167

385

267

*Based on compressordischarge total speedof sound.

curve, corresponds to an on-design 5.0 IbJs wave rotor

point design. Figure 9 shows that an optimum hub-to-

tip ratio exists somewhere between the 0.6 hub-to-tip

ratio and 0.9 where performance is clearly lower than at

the 0.667 or 0.8 hub-to-tip ratios. It is noted that

performance is slightly higher at the optimum of 9 or 10

inch rotor length on 0.8 hub-to-tip ratio as compared to

the optimum at 8 or 9 inches on the 0.667 curve;

however, considering that rotor tip radius grows nearly

quadradically with increasing hub-to-tip ratio and that

the optimum rotor length is also seen to grow with hub-

to-tip ratio, the 0.667 rotor curve is selected in order to

minimize rotor size and weight. Further, although the

optimum pressure ratio on the 0.667 curve occurs near

rotor length of 9 inches, nearly the same performance is

realized at 7 inches; again, for weight considerations

then, the 7 inch length is selected for the design point.

In Fig. 10 the rotor length is fixed at 7 inches and the

hub-to-tip ratio is varied to narrow in on the optimum.

Remarkably, the optimum occurs at 2/3. Table 2

provides the point design for the 5.0 lbm/s wave rotor

with an example coolant bleed fraction of 6.9%. The

wave rotor pressure ratio is 1.204 at a mass discharge

fraction of 0.528.

Summary

A wave rotor model based on macroscopic mass and

energy balances, one-dimensional gas dynamic wave

processes, and entropy production models is described.

Comparisons with 1-D CFD calculations show that the

model accurately predicts the wave rotor pressure ratio

for the "ideal" case that accounts only for entropy

production in shock waves and in mixing non-uniform

exhaust port flows. Simple loss models that account for

entropy production in boundary layers and in separating

flows caused by passage gradual opening and closing,

blade blockage, and incidence were described. The

relative impact of these loss mechanisms was estimated.

Comparison of model predictions with three-port divider

cycle experimental data indicated that entropy

production was slightly over-predicted by the loss

models; though beyond the scope of the present study,

this suggested tuning the loss models using empirical

factors. The modeling approach presented in this work

readily accommodates improvements to the entropy

production models. Future loss modeling should address

leakage and heat transfer.

The wave rotor model requires minimal computational

investment, making it well suited for parametric studies.

An example wave rotor point design illustrated the

applicability of the model to wave rotor design and
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optimizationl The described wave rotor model has been

integrated into a system code which estimates the

benefit of wave rotor topping in turboshaft engines. For

example, the system code shows that wave rotor topping

increases the shaft horsepower of the engine considered

in the example design application by 19% with a

concurrent 17% reduction in specific fuel consumption.

Future work will likely extend the engine system code

to include wave rotor weight estimates with an aim

toward optimizing wave rotor geometry on a power per

engine weight basis.

Future effort should also extend model capability to

off-design performance predictions. Indeed, by fixing

the wave rotor geometry (e.g., rotor length and tip

radius, passage aspect ratio, and hub-to-tip ratio) at the

optimized design-point geometry, the current model

might well provide a good first approximation to off-

design performance, even though the port timing is re-

adjusted at each off-design condition. A next step

would involve fixing both rotor geometry and port

timing in order to include the performance impact of

mis-timed waves.

Finally, the model presented in this work is applicable

to wave engines with aerodynamic blading that produce

net shaft power rather than pressure gain. Near term

future work should seek to characterize the wave engine,

in terms of design and expected performance levels,

using the macroscopic balance modeling approach

presented here.
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